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Through the Hedgerow: 
The Gardens of Michael Trapp 

By Sue Grumet, Master Gardener Volunteer 
 

There is a contradiction in perception when one views an empty space.  Logically, you would 
think that a room or landscape would look larger when vacant than filled, but in fact, exactly the 
opposite is true.  Wise realtors know that a house that is furnished will sell so much faster than 
one that is empty.  Why is that?  For one thing, a well-appointed space surrounds the viewer in 
stimuli.  This sensory engagement creates the illusion of spatial expansion, which helps to 
visually push the boundaries of a place and make it seem much larger than it actually is. Setting 
up different areas according to function will also have this effect, so that even a studio 
apartment will translate like a house, albeit in smaller stages.  When the viewer is able to 
visualize all that a space can accommodate, his or her perception of square footage expands. 
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This paradox in perception is skillfully manipulated in the stimulus-rich gardens of Michael 
Trapp.  Located above the banks of the Housatonic River in West Cornwall, Connecticut, Mr. 
Trapp’s gardens are certainly not estate-like in size, but do they ever deliver in spatial 
perception!  Much of this has to do with how Trapp has developed the steep slope of his 
property to its greatest advantage.  This feat demonstrates his diversified talents as a designer 
and testifies to the many hats he has worn in his professional career.  He originally went to 
school for landscape design, but soon abandoned his studies in the early ‘80’s to become a 
dealer and designer in antique and architectural fragments.  Trapp was truly an innovator, since 
the use of these ancient ruins and “rubble” for interiors and gardens was unheard of back then.  

People began to take notice, and word of his novel 
approach to house and garden design spread.  Demand for 
his services for interiors and gardens snowballed, and the 
rest is history.  Today, Trapp maintains a shop full of 
ancient and quirky merchandise on his property in West 
Cornwall, where his gardens and interiors act as display 
windows for his many talents.  
 
Now back to those amazing gardens… The Trapp property 
is somewhat modest in size and is situated on a fairly steep 
slope.  One enters the gardens from the street through an 
aged cobblestone 
driveway that is densely 
shaded by a leafy arbor. 
Employing elements 
that depict both the 
ancient (cobblestones) 
and the mysterious 
(darkness), Trapp cues 
the visitor to the fact 

that they are about to enter someplace magical – and he 
does not disappoint. We emerge out of the shadows and into 
the sunshine of the upper garden and are immediately struck 
by the timeless nature of this space.  Urns and statuary – all 
with incredible patina - are used as punctuation points to set 
off the plantings. The centerpiece of this area is a long 
rectangular reflecting pool, bordered by tall Chinese junipers 
and a splashing fountain.  The effect is other-worldly, as 
these gardens feel like they belong around the moat of a 
medieval European castle.  

 
At the end of the reflecting pool pathway, the visitor 
steps up to a flat area that contains a covered pergola 
furnished with a table and chairs that feel right out of 
18th century Tuscany. Large moss-covered stones 
make up the floor, and you suddenly realize that you 
are now at the very summit of the property.  The views 
of the Housatonic River are beautiful, as are the tree-
tops that cascade down the property line to meet at 
the river.  At the time of our tour in June, the stream 
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that runs down along the length of the Trapp property was in full throttle, and the combination of 
water symphony and river view was irresistible. 
 
The path then departs from the top pergola area and leads the visitor down into the lower 
gardens through spiral stone stairways that are carved into the hillside.  The Trapp property is 

primarily shady and dappled, but as 
you begin to descend the stairs, the 
air suddenly feels cooler and the 
shade becomes much denser.  Here 
one enters the lower garden, which 
features a beautiful rectangular pool 
that is set, jewel-like, beside a wood 
and stone pool house.  Ferns grow by 
the hundreds here, making this 
section seem incredibly lush and 
elegant.  A shaft of sunlight slices 
through the skylights of the pool 
house, revealing artifacts and 
treasures within. You are drawn to this 
space as if by a magnet, and the 

objects and relics inside are fascinating.  Here you will find shells, antique fragments, and 
beautiful hanging crystal chandeliers. These sparkling light fixtures are lit entirely by candlelight, 
and must be lovely to dine under on warm summer evenings in the pool house. 
 
Down in the lower garden you will also encounter a 
“house of curiosities” (complete with stone cherub 
above the doorway) that is filled to the brim with all 
sorts of antique relics, bird nests, and animal 
skeletons.  Also featured here are taxidermy, 
insect specimens, bird eggs, and all manner of 
oddities, some of which are a tad creepy, but all 
fascinating in their own unique way.  This building 
is really a miniature natural history museum, and 
one could spend hours exploring all of its wonders.  
 
 

  As you move away from the pool and 
curiosity house, you will encounter lovely 
terraced gardens that have been built upon 
the hillsides of the sloping property.  Dry-
stacked fieldstone walls corral all types of 
lovely shade plants such as woodland 
peonies, hostas, boxwood, and hellebores, 
among others.  The slopes here are quite 
steep, and there are at least four to five 
tiered levels of plantings that reach to the 
top.  As you pass by these terraced 
gardens, you are met with yet another 
beautiful, organic-looking spiral stone 
staircase that leads you back up to the top 
of the property where your tour began. 
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There is so much to see and do on this property that you forget just how limited its footprint is.  
This garden lives large, and the different levels help to keep the flow interesting and varied.  
There is a sense of mystery and intrigue here too, since you cannot see the garden in its 
entirety, and those lovely stone pathways seem to beckon you onto the next exciting discovery 
just waiting around the bend. 

 

   
 

Credit for this must go to the talented Michael Trapp, who surely knows how to manipulate 
topography to captivate and intrigue the viewer.  His use of garden ornament is also without 
peer, since many of his fragments appear as if they have been set in their places for centuries.  
It is hard to believe that this garden was started approximately 25 years ago on a steeply 
sloping derelict hillside. How incredible a project this was, and 
what foresight one must have in order to transform a brambly 
slope into the masterpiece that it is today. This garden, despite 
its modest size, truly contains an estate’s worth of content. – this 
is one garden tour that should not be missed! 
 
 
Michael Trapp’s gardens will be featured in the Trade Secrets 
Garden Tours on Sunday, May 17th, 2016 from 10:00AM – 4:00 
PM.  Visit their website TradeSecretsCt.com for more 
information.  
 
 
 
 
 
Photos courtesy of Victoria Rolfe, Master Gardener Volunteer 
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BUTTERFLY TRIVIA 
By Anthula Natsoulas, Master Gardener Volunteer 

 
Many beautiful species of butterflies in a rainbow of colors are found throughout the world.  And 
as there are many different butterflies, there are also many different words for "butterfly" even 
among languages with common roots.  My serendipity goal has 
become to collect the words for butterfly in a variety of 
languages.  
 
Now, linguistically speaking, there are two ways in which 
different languages would be expected to have the same or 
similar words for something.  One is if the languages have 
common roots and a second is if the language speakers have 
had close contact for a considerable amount of time. 
 
First, consider the Romance languages; they all have a common root in Latin and their speakers 
have had close continuous contact.  But the word for “butterfly” has escaped similarities. In 
Spanish, a butterfly is mariposa; in French it is papillon; in Portuguese it is borboleta and in 
Romanian it is fluture. In Italian a butterfly is farfalla – yes, the same name as the pasta so was 

the pasta named for the butterfly or the butterfly for the pasta?  Finally, 
we find a similarity in Catalan where a butterfly is called papallona, 
similar to the French papillon.  
 
German and English have common roots and German has even more 
in common with Dutch.  In English we say butterfly; in German a 
butterfly is schmetterling; in Dutch it is vlinder.  
 
Four Scandinavian languages with common roots are Danish, 
Norwegian, Swedish and Icelandic and they are closely related to 
German.  In Danish and Norwegian the word for butterfly is the same – 
sommerfugl; in Norwegian it is fjaril.  In Icelandic, the word is fiorildi, 

somewhat similar to the Norwegian.  The Vikings came from Norway to settle in Iceland.  Are 
there native species of butterflies in Iceland? Linnaeus identified two Icelandic species in 1758 
but later reports refer to butterflies in Iceland as “visitors.”  
 
Okay.  Now, both common linguistic roots and close 
contacts affect vocabulary. In Romanian the word for 
butterfly is fluture and in Albanian the word for butterfly is 
flutur.  The words are almost the same but Romanian and 
Albanian do not have common linguistic roots nor have they 
had extensive cultural contacts. 
 
Greeks, Turks and Armenians have had hundreds of years 
of close contacts. The Greek word for butterfly is petalouda, 
the Armenian word is t’it’yerr and the Turkish word is 
kelebek.   
 
Russian, Ukrainian and Serbian have both common linguistic roots and have had a history of 
close contacts among them.  In Russian a butterfly is babochka; in Ukrainian it is metelyk; and 
in Serbian it is leptir. 
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And so it seems that there are as many different words for 
butterfly as there are different butterflies.  Next time you see a 
butterfly, ask it its name. 
 
Note from the editor: Have you wondered of the origin of the 
English word? One theory is that it came from an old belief that 
the insects liked to land on bowls of butter or milk that were left 
uncovered. In fact, an alternative German name for butterfly is 
milchdieb (“milk thief”).  

 
 

CARING FOR HOLIDAY PLANTS 
by Joyce Tomaselli, Community Horticulture Educator 

 
It’s February. Hopefully, holiday decorations have been removed and stored for next year, 
Thank You notes have been sent, and the cookies have been happily consumed. But the plants 
whose bloom we enjoyed in November and December are begging for attention.  

Around the holidays, we often see blooming plants that are 
members of the cactus family. The Thanksgiving cactus 
(Schlumbergera truncata), the Christmas cactus 
(Schlumbergera bridgesii), are native to the tropical forests of 
Brazil. Many cacti are also hybrids. But all are fairly simple to 
care for. Their bloom in November or December was triggered 
by dry soil, long nights (or periods of darkness) and cool 
temperatures. Now it’s time to mimic their natural environment. 
Water lightly and give bright but indirect sun. When it’s warm 
enough in May, put plants outdoors in dappled shade, water 
weekly and fertilize a few times a month. Move plants back in 
doors before frost.     
 
Similarly, Amaryllis bulbs should be kept in a bright location and watered until it is warm enough 
to go outdoors in spring. Keep the bulb in the pot, but realize it can be top-heavy and tip over 
easily. I usually put the pot inside a larger heavy clay pot, or “plant” the pot in the garden. The 
leaves will grow and nourish the bulb until autumn. Then the bulb needs a period of dormancy in 
a cool dark place.   
 
Poinsettias are a different challenge. In Mexico the poinsettia is a perennial shrub that will grow 
10-15 feet tall. In New York it is possible to keep them healthy until spring with appropriate 
warmth, moisture, fertilization and by keeping them out of warm or cold drafts. But honestly, I 
discard the plants along with the Christmas tree.  

 
 

WEBSITES TO VISIT 
 Clemson: Thanksgiving and Christmas Cacti 

 Cornell: Care of Holiday Plants 

 Cornell: Forcing Bulbs for Indoor Bloom 

 University of Illinois: The Poinsettia Pages 

http://www.clemson.edu/extension/hgic/plants/indoor/flowering/hgic1554.html
https://s3.amazonaws.com/assets.cce.cornell.edu/attachments/12492/Care_Of_Holiday_Plants.pdf?1451418402
https://s3.amazonaws.com/assets.cce.cornell.edu/attachments/5531/Forcing_Bulbs_For_Indoor_Bloom.pdf?1420562052
http://extension.illinois.edu/poinsettia/index.cfm
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CCCEDC Master Gardener Volunteers Offer Vegetable Classes 
 

Gardening. Ask any person what it means and you’ll receive many answers; growing perennials, 
annuals, flowers, shrubs, “woodies”, fruit and vegetables. Many gardeners are experts in some 
aspects of gardening, few are experts in all. But most gardeners enjoy learning more.  
 
CCEDC is offering two classes on growing vegetables.  

 Vegetable Gardening A-Z is for those who desire an in depth study of vegetables 
grown in our region learning how to grow, maintain, and harvest each vegetable, and 
how to recognize and deal with common problems including their pests and diseases. 
This information will help experienced gardeners take their garden to the next level. 

 Vegetable Gardening for Beginners is for those who would like to learn the basics 
including locating and preparing the site, planting seeds and transplants, maintaining the 
garden, and harvesting its produce.  

Details on dates and location are below. Go to CCEDutchess.org/gardening for more 
information. Please contact Nancy Halas at 845-677-8223 ext. 115 to register.  

 
 

UPCOMING EVENTS 
 

Saturdays, February 20 to March 12, 9:30 – noon, and Friday March 18, 6:30-9pm, Farm 
&Home Center, 2715 Rte 44, Millbrook, NY. Vegetable Gardening A- Z by Mary Nisley, 
CCEDC Master Gardener volunteer. Course fee for 5 classes is $95. To register, contact Nancy 
Halas 845-677-8223, ext 115.  

Sunday, February 21, 2-4 pm, SPCA Adoption & Education Center, 623 Violet Ave. Hyde 
Park, “How to Create a Wildlife Habitat” by Barbara Hobens, sponsored by DCSPA and 

HPVEC. For more information call the DCSPA at (845) 454-5345 ext. 415.   

Wednesday, February 24, 6:30 pm, LaGrange Library, 488 Freedom Plains Rd, “Cool 
Vegetables” by MG volunteer Mary Nisley. For more information visit www.laglib.org 

Saturday, Feb 27, 1-3, and also Tuesday March 1, 3-5, Farm and Home Center, 2715 Rte 
44, Millbrook, CCEDC Home Composting Class by Master Gardener volunteers. This is the 
same class offered on two dates for attendee convenience. Course fee is $10. Register by 
calling Nancy at the Cooperative Extension 845-677-8223 ext. 115 before February 17.  Go to 
CCEDutchess.org/gardening for more information 

Wednesday March 23, 6:30 pm, LaGrange Library, 488 Freedom Plains Rd, “Starting a 
Vegetable Garden”, by MG volunteer Lorraine Seach. For more information visit www.laglib.org 

Mondays – April 4-25, 6:00-8:00pm, East Fishkill Library, 348 Route 376, Hopewell Junction, 
NY, Vegetable Gardening for Beginners, by CCEDC Master Gardener volunteers. Course fee 
for each class is $5 for supplies. To register, contact Nancy Halas 845-677-8223, ext 115.  

Thursday, March 3, 10 am at the Locust Grove Visitor Center, 2683 South Road, 
Poughkeepsie, Locust Grove Volunteer Kickoff Meeting, to discuss plans for the gardens 
and the volunteer schedule for 2016.  We will also welcome new volunteers at this meeting, so 
please invite friends who might like to garden with us this year. Questions?  Call Susan or Tim 
at (845) 454-4500 ext. 216. 

http://www.ccedutchess.org/gardening/
http://www.laglib.org/
http://www.ccedutchess.org/gardening/
http://www.laglib.org/
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SUBMIT UPCOMING EVENTS 
 

Would you like to submit information on an upcoming gardening event to be shared in this 
newsletter?  Please send an email to Nancy Halas at nh26@cornell.edu or Joyce Tomaselli 
jdt225@cornell.edu by the 25th of each month to be included in the next month’s newsletter.  
Please include the date, time, location, a short description, cost and contact information for 
more details.   

INSECT ID QUIZ 
 

 
It’s that time of year. Teeny tiny insects on 
indoor plants. Do you know what this pest 
is?  

 
 

 
Need Soil pH Testing? Need Lawn or Plant Diagnosis? 

Have any gardening questions? 
 
The Horticulture Hotline, (845) 677-5067 is closed for the season. Questions can be submitted 
through our website at www.CCEDutchess.org/gardening  Samples for identification or 
diagnosis can be submitted all year long.  There is a $15 fee for samples. Visit our Horticulture 
Diagnostic Lab page for more resources and information on our services. 
 
HELP SPREAD THE DIRT! Please forward a copy to anyone you think might be interested. To 
be added or removed from our e-mail list, or submit upcoming gardening events, contact Nancy 
Halas at nh26@cornell.edu, www.ccedutchess.org.  
 
 

 
 
Websites mentioned in Dutchess Dirt are provided as a courtesy to our readers. Mention of these websites does not imply 
endorsement by Cornell University, Cornell Cooperative Extension or by the author.  

 

  

Cornell Cooperative Extension is an employer and educator recognized for valuing AA/EEO, Protected Veterans, and 
Individuals with Disabilities and provides equal program and employment opportunities. 

The programs provided by this agency are partially funded by monies received from the County of Dutchess. 

mailto:nh26@cornell.edu
mailto:jdt225@cornell.edu
http://www.ccedutchess.org/gardening
http://ccedutchess.org/gardening/horticulture-diagnostic-lab
http://ccedutchess.org/gardening/horticulture-diagnostic-lab
mailto:nh26@cornell.edu
http://www.ccedutchess.org/

